We are pleased to inform that AECA has made **the Library of José María González Ferrando** (1925-2016) available to professionals, academics, and researchers. The library contains the works and documents of one of the most influential academics of the Spanish Accounting History.

**THE LIBRARY:**
The library was donated to *AECA* in 2018 and has almost 150 books dated between 1929 and 2007. Among such books you could find works by the following authors (in alphabetical order):

- Carlo Antinori and Esteban Hernández
- Richard P. Brief
- Leandro Cañibano and J.L. Cea
- Ramon Carande
- Edward N. Coffman
- Rafael Donoso Anes
- John Richard Edward
- Enrique Fernández Peña
- José María Fernández Pirla
- Ananias Charles Littleton
- Antonio Lópes de Sá
- Gary John Previt and Richard F. Taylor
- Alan J. Richardson
- David Salomon
- Stephen A. Zeff
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MICROFILMS ARCHIVE:

In addition, the library contains an archive with 129 microfilms of historical documents. The microfilms can be consulted with the reader that AECA has available for this purpose. The main sources come from:

- “The Institute of Chartered Accounts in England & Wales – Rare Collection on Accounting and Related Subjects”
- “Accounting Research”
- “National Historical Archive of Spain”
- “Burgos Provincial Council”.

CATALOGUE AND INQUIRIES:

Researchers who wish to consult the works contained in such library may do their searches in the catalogue available at the following link:

https://aeca.es/biblioteca-de-jose-maria-gonzalez-ferrando/

In the previous link you can also find the instructions to carry out an in-person consultation, at the AECA headquarters: Calle de Rafael Bergamin, 16B, 28043 Madrid.

EXPLOITATION OF THE LIBRARY:

Given the importance of these funds, at De Computis it has been thought to throw a series of reviews on some of the books contained in this library. The title of the series will be "Milestones in the history of accounting thought: José María González Ferrando Library" and its coordinator will be Dr. Begoña Prieto.

Seville, June 28, 2023

Editorial Team of De Computis.